
 

         Finding Standards Alignments1    Creating Assessments2    Designing Lesson Plans3

Learning Best Practices4      Take a Course to Go Deeper5      Evolving PD & Support6

   Extend Resources for PD9   Align Resources to Lessons8  Curate a Resource Library7

๏ Looking at model lessons & 

strategies 

๏ Noticing standards connections 

๏ Connecting standards for your own 

lessons 

๏ Using pre-created assessments 

๏ Reviewing assessments for both areas 

๏ Creating your own assessments for AI 

lessons 

๏ Using arts integrated strategies 

๏ Using pre-created lessons 

๏ Designing your own arts integrated 

lessons 

๏ Taking a strategy workshop 

๏ Attending AI conferences 

๏ Collaborating with teaching artists 

and observing peers using AI 

๏ Take a foundational AI course 

๏ Get certified in arts integration 

๏ Creating a course or PD day for 

others in AI/STEAM practices 

๏ Occasional PD day in AI strategies 

๏ Monthly workshops in AI methods 

๏ Designing personalized, regular PD 

based on needs of staff in AI/STEAM 

๏ Scrolling & collecting AI resources 

๏ Curate a library for all AI resources 

๏ Create AI/STEAM resources for your 

school & add to library 

๏ Resources have little/no connection 

to AI lessons 

๏ Connecting resources to AI lessons 

๏ Creating resources aligned to lessons 

๏ Review handouts from previous AI PD 

๏ Seek out resources to support 

planning/assessment efforts 

๏ Create resources for upcoming PD 
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How to use the Arts Integration & STEAM 

Implementation Scorecard 

1. For each of the 9 sections in the outer circles on the Venn diagram, look at the 

corresponding boxes below.  

2. Read each of the characteristics in the box. Red = basic level. Yellow = intermediate level. 

Green = Advanced level.  

3. For each color/level, consider which statement is happening for you on a consistent basis 

(more than 85% of the time). 

4. Select your level (red, yellow, or green) and then place that color in the blank box in the 

corresponding section in the Venn diagram. 

5. Do this for each section around the Venn diagram.  

6. Use your reds and yellows to identify where your immediate needs are for arts integration 

and STEAM implementation. Greens show you areas where you are excelling and should 

continue to support. 

Our certified arts integration specialist team can help you guide these efforts and create a 

personalized plan for moving from reds and yellows to greens. We do this within our highly-

rated Accelerator platform. 

If you’re ready to start seeing a 20% increase in student achievement in one year or less, check 

out the Accelerator. We look forward to supporting you! 

The Institute for Arts Integration & STEAM   ArtsIntegration.com/Accelerator 

https://artsintegration.com/accelerator/
https://artsintegration.com/accelerator/
http://ArtsIntegration.com/Accelerator

